
BEER & CIDER
Served in 4 pint jugs

Kronenbourg  £19.40
Fosters  £18.40
Guinness  £20.00
Cask Ale  £17.40
Lagunitas  £24.00
Symonds  £18.40
Coast 2 Coast  £22.00

2 PINT PITCHERS – ALL £18.00
Long Cosmo
Sex on the Beach
Long Island Ice Tea
Lynchburg Lemonade
Tuscan Mule

WINE LIST



STAFF FAVOURITE

STAFF FAVOURITE

WHITE WINE
EL MOLTURO WHITE £18.70
SPAIN 250ml Glass  £6.60
A fresh and delightfully well balanced wine, 125ml Glass  £4.25
with flavours of peach, elderflower and lime.

PINOT GRIGIO, TUA £20.70
ITALY  250ml Glass  £7.20
Light and refreshing. Faint hints of stone fruit, 125ml Glass  £4.45
lemon and lime, with a honeyed edge. 

SAUVIGNON BLANC, TIERRA ROCOSA £21.70
CHILE 250ml Glass  £7.70
Crisp and aromatic, this wine offers an 125ml Glass  £4.75
abundance of passionfruit, grapefruit 
and lemon flavours.

CHARDONNAY, KING RABBIT £24.20
FRANCE
Citrus, green apple and honey on the nose. The
palate is rich and juicy with a beautiful acidity.

ALBARIÑO, EL CANTE £26.20
SPAIN
An aromatic and youthful wine, with a citrus
backbone, overlaid with stone fruits and nectar. 

SAUVIGNON BLANC, KOKAKO £27.70
NEW ZEALAND
An elegant Sauvignon Blanc with aromas 
of gooseberries and tropical fruit leading 
to a crisp and refreshing finish. 

ROSÉ WINE
TEMPRANILLO ROSÉ, MARQUES DE CALADO £18.70
SPAIN 250ml Glass  £6.60
An intense pink wine with plenty  125ml Glass  £4.25
of juicy berry fruit, strawberry
and raspberry flavours.

PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ, TORRE ALTA £22.70
ITALY
A pale and delicate rosé with strawberry,
nectarine and floral notes.

RED WINE
EL MOLTURO RED £18.70
SPAIN 250ml Glass  £6.60
Aromas of ripe cherries and strawberries 125ml Glass  £4.25
mingle with gentle pepper and spice on
the smotth palate.

MERLOT, VIÑA CARRASCO £20.70
CHILE 250ml Glass  £7.20
Offers good concentration and depth of fruit, 125ml Glass  £4.45
with a soft plummy texture, and hints of vanilla.

SHIRAZ, UNDER THE SYCAMORE £21.70
AUSTRALIA 250ml Glass  £7.70
Silky smooth with lashings of 125ml Glass  £4.75
blackcurrant, bramble and white pepper.

RIOJA, MONTE LAGARES £24.20
SPAIN
Polished and fruity in style, with redcurrant,
strawberry and subtle spice flavours.

MALBEC, RISCOS £26.20
CHILE.
Powerful, bold and brimming with
ripe, black fruits and hints of spice.

PINOT NOIR, ST DESIR £27.70
FRANCE
Light, velvety and intricate, with violets,
sweet red berries and toasted notes.

CHAMPAGNE/SPARKLING WINE
PROSECCO CORTE ALTA NV £27.00
VENETO, ITALY 200ml Bottle  £8.00
Delicate and aromatic, this wine shows 
lots of fresh peach, pear and apricot.

DE TELMONT GRANDE RESERVE £52.00
CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
This excellent non-vintage is a medium bodied, 
soft and fruity, classically yeasty style.

LAURENT-PERRIER LA CUVÈE £75.00
CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
The complexity of the wine is expressed
in successive notes of white peach and
richer citrus flavours.

- Vegan


